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4.Trish McEvoy Tapered Blending Brush 29.
A must have for the most beautiful eyeshadow in town.
Most eye make-up is about blending, blending and blending, especially for the smokey eyes look. It’s made easy with this
tapered brush, because it fits snugly into the crease of the eye with a few forward and backward sweeps this does all the
blending for you. It’s so easy you could do this with your eyes closed.
Available from Brown Thomas. (€39.)

5. Benefit ‘Get Bent’ Eyeliner Brush (yes!)
Most women dream of having the perfect, classic, Hollywood eyeliner, sadly it usually remains just
that. But wait…Benefit’s “revolutionary” 30o angle eyeliner brush may make that dream come true.
The angle helps your hand move steadily around the curve of your eye and gives you a perfect,
unbroken line.Try tilting your head back, look downwards into a mirror and with slightly open eyes you
are ready. Start at the inner corner and sweep the brush along the lash line to the outer corner. If
you’re feeling brave enough to go all the way, add a little flick at the edge and show off your hard work.
Available from Brown Tomas (€17.50.)

6. Make-up Forever Brush set
If you’re getting carried away by now, pay a visit to Make-up Forever. It’s not only brush heaven, it’s make-up heaven too.
You can buy one brush or 50, or indulge in one of their brush sets which are designed to include a brush for every make-up
fanatics wish. All are good, quality, reliable products that will make a difference to your make up application,
Open Brush Set (€155.) Closed Brush Set (€195.) From Make-up Forever, Clarendon St., D2.
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